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A Social History of Flamenco Music
Since 1870, when flamenco spectacles first began to attract international interest on a broad scale, every flamenco artist has sung, danced and played guitar with an eye to at least two traditional musical moments. First, they have aimed to recover something of the emotional fire of small semipublic gatherings where rhythm, poetry and passion unite men in southern Spain. Such precious occasions of public fraternity come about in this way. Men gather daily in local taverns to discuss the day's events; these discussions frequently continue late into the night, turning into fests of wine and song. The longer they persist at their drinking and singing, the more intense their reunion becomes. The air, thick with smoke and the musky scent of wine, starts to resonate with their passion. Eventually, one or another of the singers produces a texture of sound that sets teeth on edge, induces chills, and raises goose bumps. This is a signal moment in the art of flamenco.
Most of the verses (coplas) that they sing have been sung before. The lyrics (letras) in these verses do not need to be honed fine in order to elicit O 1997 by the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois resonate with one or another political movement (see Blacking 1995:198-222 ; Keil and Feld 1994:202-217 ). The artists themselves may not intend any politics, and may not even be aware of political overtones in their performance. This is because flamenco's political valence is constructed by inventive audiences through their styles of receiving and interpreting performances (cf. Johnson 1995) . Through flamenco's history, resonating politics have been silent but pervasive. A collection of intensely contested Spanish pronouncements about flamenco can serve as a guide. In the late nineteenth century, Antonio Machado y Alvarez-also known as "Dem6filo," a reference to his "community-loving" political bent-celebrated Gitano (Gypsy) song by describing it as a vestige of the wondrously convivial culture of southern Spain that existed prior to 1492 (Steingress 1993:103-116) . Blas Infante Perez struck a complementary chord in emphasizing the contribution of Muslims to the Andalusian song style that then withered under Madrid's heavy-handed centralism in the sixteenth century (Barrios 1989:44-54 ). In the 1920s, Federico Garcia Lorca (1975) and Manuel de Falla (1947) opted for an alternative strategy for legitimating Andalusian and ultimately all of Spanish culture by projecting its music onto a higher stage of universalist aesthetics. As they saw it, flamenco "deep song" was a transcendental experience that could carry the aficionado beyond the shallowness of politics and ethnicity. Ironically, when reinvigorated by the writings of Anselmo Gonzilez Climent in 1955 Climent in (1989 , this Lorquean aestheticism complemented the political quietism of the most vocal flamenco buffs during the Franco years, 1936 Franco years, -1975 ; in these dark years, flamenco flourished as a frivolous diversionary art, always justified by the officially-approved claim that it rode a moral wave that crested well above the muddy puddles of everyday life. Be that as it may, the Franco years also spawned covert movements of resistance that availed themselves of the power of the flamenco imagination. For one, Antonio Mairena-roundly berated by Timothy Mitchell as a "one-man inventor of tradition" (1994:205)--advanced the interests of the Gitano ethnicity in a new way, reintepreting Dem6filo's Gitano-Andalusian as Gitano-Andalusian, placing an emphasis on the Gitano community rather than on Andalucia (1976). Mairena's Gitano-Power movement took advantage of the relative immunity of Gitanos from franquista reprisals to advance a political agenda that ran contrary to Franco's own efforts that aimed to portray Spain as a single mystically unified culture. Yet another thrust of flamenco opposition to franquismo involved an imaginative revival of Dem6filo's and Blas Infante's andalucismo, a renewal of appreciation for the regional importance of flamenco, an effort that billowed out in a mass movement for Andalusian independence in the late 1970s before fading from prominence (Moreno Navarro 1977; 1982; (Hopewell 1986:39) , it also harbored a hidden political message which involves at least as much complicity with the regime as resistance. In advance of a discussion of Duende's politics, it should be noted that this film has been both damned and praised as a documentary effort. On the downside: "Maligned for years within our borders, it now enjoys unmerited prestige" (Molina 1994:10) . On the other hand, it has been called "the most important filmic work on this theme that has been produced to date" (Blas Vega y Rios Ruiz 1990:542). (I purchased my copy of this film for ten dollars in a department store in Madrid, where it is currently a hot seller after having been ignoredvirtually lost-for many years.) The politics of Duende peek through its surface at multiple sites and in many different ways; my discussion here will focus on its treatment of the humble aspects of everyday life in Andalucia and on its handling of women.
Neville's film plays up the photogenic primitivity of Andalusians, celebrating them as rustics who have been spared the pains of civilization, a theme that is all too common in anglophone writing about Spain.3 The airbrushed depictions of humble settings in Duende advance and underscore Neville's written observations: "Andalusians ought to know how to dance and sing and be flamenco, and if they are very flamenco, and very beautiful, and sometimes very bereft, so as to give a pathetic air to the thing, they strike us as perfect" (1969:718). Such a view is consistent, on the one hand, with Gonzilez Climent's observation that Andalucia's illiteracy is one of its great cultural assets (1989:93), and, on the other hand, with Franco's efforts to turn Andalucia into a living showcase of the "good old days" when the poor were ignorant and starving but happy.
On a second front, Neville's representation of women resonates with Franco's effort "to turn the clock back on the position of women" (Shubert 1990:214) Despite all this praise from the antifranquista left, the Rito films also display features consistent with franquismo at the same time that they harbor opposition (Washabaugh 1996:1-30). Curiously, the series, though billed as an impartial document, is riddled with countervailing partialities. Such complexity was perhaps inevitable, given that the authors were young liberal-minded intellectuals who, on the one hand, were strongly influenced by growing social movements that emphasized both Andalusian and Gitano pride and power, but who, on the other hand, were savvy enough to know that their serious treatment of the very sensitive topic of flamenco music-without precedent on Spanish television-had to curry favor with Franco if it ever hoped to see the light of day on his heavily censored network.
One can detect something of the Rito documentarians' compliance with franquismo in the frequent use of touristic rhetoric, tourism being one of the central ingredients in Franco's recipe for economic revitalization. The master image of the sojourn is obvious. The first program filmed for the Rito series, Cddizy Los Puertos, makes it clear that this series is a filmic tour of flamenco country. The voice-over refers specifically to "our journey" and "our survey of flamenco." Almost every program in the series contains panoramic cinematography, a commonplace in travelogs. Viewers scan Catdiz, Jerez de la Frontera, Lebrija, and Utrera from roof tops. From trains, viewers see the landscape rushing by as they travel from Despefiaperros to La Uni6n and from C6rdoba to Sevilla. Must-see sites are emphasized, such as La Giralda and the Torre del Oro in Seville and the decaying Moorish castles that tower above smaller cities. Intermittently throughout the series, the voice-over commentator refers to the Rito programs as if they were filmic tours: "In this region we find styles with features that distinguish these people from those of other provinces, for example Jerez. On our journey we have found, in the realm of cantifias, such songs as romeros, mirabras, rosas, caracoles." The program on Triana also mentions "our journey," and the program on "Saetas" refers to "our sojourn" (nuestro recorrido). Such comments secure the claim that Rito operates, in part at least, as the travelog that Franco wished it to be.
Rito also complied with franquista inclinations insofar as it placed stress on the transcendental aesthetics of flamenco. Flamenco here is portrayed as a deadly serious affair rooted entirely in another world, such that aficionados need to set aside the relatively trivial matters of politics and economics in order to devote themselves properly to their afici6n. One can detect such transcendental aestheticism in the writings of Caballero Bonald, an intellectual who both appeared in and exercised considerable influence on the Rito films. Duende, he wrote, functions as "a singer's hidden faculty for introducing us to the ineffable so as to draw us close to the ultimate mystery" (1975:67). Such an introduction need not avail itself of the paltry powers of words. The power of cante is primal, elemental and immediate, as intimated in the writings of Luis Rosales.
At the beginning of a song, even when no word is uttered, we feel nevertheless that the flesh of our bodies is detached from us as if thought and expression had been suddenly made into one single sudden movement. In the ayeo (the moaned singing that introduces a song), the voice is distinctive and primary. This is its moment of nakedness, of pure expression. Each sound is born of itself but simultaneously erases itself. One finds oneself on the threshold of Creation, just as if language did not exist. (Rosales 1987:35) One can discover tell-tale signs of transcendental aestheticism in the voice-overs of the documentary series. Written by Jose Maria Velkzquez, these brief commentaries everywhere reiterate the themes of sincerity, purity, and authenticity. Cante in the Rito films is the song of the soul, and not just of the individual soul, but of the universal soul. Velkzquez's more recent writings reiterate this same theme and clarify its theoretical foundation: "In cante ... we focus on and achieve ... profound levels of communication, that is to say, something which does not even have a name, something which goes well beyond the meaning of the lyric." Velkzquez developed this theme of "profound levels" of flamenco communication by referring back to the notion of raz6n incorp6rea introduced by Antonio Mairena (Velkzquez 1982:54; 1989a:24). Praising the work of Luis Rosales, Velkzquez writes, "In the system of communication between people, no one escapes from his isolation except by speaking to another person who is locked into his own isolation ... In this situation there is born the need for poetry and song" (Velkzquez 1989b:148). Here, then, is the basis for Velkzquez's commitment to cante throughout the Rito documentaries. Song is rooted in an inherited competence which was developed in isolation by Andalusians and especially Gitano Andalusians, and which redeems humans from the prison of language and the darkening isolation of social life.
With this high-flown aestheticism, coupled with inclinations toward the style of the travelog, the Rito series must have greased some wheels in Franco's Ministry of Information and Tourism. Still, however-as Jose Blas Vega confided in an interview last summer-Franco himself found the series distasteful. He was evidently capable of seeing through its superficial compliance and of recognizing the hidden dissent that was built into the series. In reality, one need not credit Franco with any extraordinary powers of perception. His own ministerial organization of Channel Two was designed for airing oppositional messages and then controlling the political damage they might cause.
Channel Two
It is significant that the Rito series was aired on Channel Two (Segunda Cadena) of Spanish National Television (RTVE). This fact may seem unimportant to North Americans who have long been accustomed to multiple and independent channels on commercial television, but it is monumentally significant for Spaniards. During the 1950s and early 1960s, Spanish television viewers had access to only one channel of television programming, and it was strictly controlled by government censors and consistently responsive to government interests.
Spanish Channel Two was slow to expand not only because of the delay in implementing the technology, but also because of the complexity of its function in the Franco regime: Jeslis Garcia Jimenez has characterized that function with powerfully critical rhetoric: "The Segunda Cadena, whose evolution has been the slowest, has aired culturally limited, restricted, and elite material that is too refined for the masses and too narrow for the cultivated sectors" (1980:380). The assumption in the Franco government and in the Fraga ministry was that the rural areas would not be able to handle serious television content. The urban intellectuals who could handle it were too few and too powerless to do much with it. Consequently, amongst television professionals of the day, Channel Two was described with the critical and diminutive term la segunda cadenilla ("little-channel two") (ibid.:411).
Channel Two may have played a weak role in Spanish television broadcasting, but it was staffed by young, bold, and eager individuals. The Channel Two staff drew heavily from "the generation of '39," that is, people who A "representational film", it is said, should subordinate persuasion to 'reality' by using lengthy footage of integrated events shot on location and screened with minimal editing, and by acknowledging, rather than hiding, the presence of the documentarians through a sparing use of voice-over narration and, on the positive side, through open-ended interviews that enable subjects to express themselves freely. The objective of a 'representational film' is to supply facts and information to viewers while avoiding as much as possible the temptation to hit them over head with pre-assembled arguments that the films uniformly confirm. Edgar Neville's Duende merits lower scores as a representational film than the films of the Rito series. Having been tightly organized with little room for the improvizations that generate excitement in flamenco events, Duende's representation of flamenco is somewhat contrived; it is analogous to a museum exhibit that represents a culture by cataloguing, classifying, labeling, and illustrating it in a stilted and distant fashion. The Rito series, by contrast, is remarkably precocious as a "representation film." It presents long uninterrupted musical sequences in naturalistic settings usually with only the briefest voice-over introductions. It is produced with a tenor of sensitivity and sympathy on the part of the commentators and interviewers that counters the normal documentary 'power relations' of viewers visa-vis filmed subjects. It samples a broad range of opinions, many of which are highly controversial, and in this way, it enables viewers to reflect on the larger social context of the films. Amazingly-given the notoriously staunch regionalism of Andalusians-the films operate impartially, offering a balanced presentation of the art of the different provinces of Andalucia and beyond. In summary, the Rito series is exemplary both as an objective document about, and as a sensitive supporter for, flamenco music.
Ironically, however, the exemplary objectivity and, if you will, the representativity of the Rito films should not be taken to mean that this film project has escaped all taint of ideology and has avoided the intrusions of politics. Far from it and despite the ambitions and intentions of the filmmakers, this film project is shot through with politics. In the same way that John Blacking recognized the fact that the hymns he was studying "were not protest songs, but nevertheless they protested" (1995: 218), so we can see that Rito y Geografia del Cante was not a political film project, but nevertheless it accomplished politics-a fortiori Duende y Misterio del Arte Flamenco. I argue here that these documentary films about flamenco music during the Franco era were unavoidably political.
Some skeptics might argue that this politicization of Duende and Rito dilutes of the term politics to a point where it becomes useless. Such skeptics should consider the advice of Greg Urban who claims that discourses are socially effective in ways that are often independent of their semantic content (Urban 1991: 106). They should heed the words of Ulrich Beck (1993: 17) who contends that "People expect to find politics in the arenas prescribed for it, and performed by the duly authorized agents: parliaments, political parties, trade unions and so on. If the clocks of politics stop here, the political as a whole has stopped ticking."4 They should attend to the account of Mark Franko (1995: 28) who locates "the rehearsal of revolution" beneath the apparently apolitical surface of modem dance. All these arguments provide a rationale and defense for the claim that in Franco's Spain, despite the seemingly apolitical character of public life, and despite Franco's attempts to silence resistance, the political clock never stoppped ticking. The flamenco films produced during the Franco years could not help but be moments of compliance and resistance; they could not void being multi-valent, heteroglossic, and thoroughly political representations.
is associated with journalism, with academic activity, or with the publication industry, one can be sure that the argument is shot through with ideological interests relevant to those institutions. At the very least, the political impact of representation can be felt in this emphasis on the "real" such that "the Real becomes the one basic referent-pure, concrete, fixed, visible, all-too-visible" (T. Minh-ha 1990: 80). In studies of culture and music, this emphasis is apparent in pursuits of realistic representations in words and in films that treat human lives as if they were univocal, monologic, and internally consistent, or, in folkloristic parlance, pure, authentic, hidden, and primordial (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992: 50, see Niranjana 1992: 39). Such treatments assume that the reality of social life is comparable to the reality of rocks, and no less susceptible to control.
